
emergency
[ıʹmɜ:dʒ(ə)nsı] n

1. непредвиденный случай; чрезвычайное происшествие; крайность
emergency decree - правила техники безопасности
emergency set - тех. запасной или аварийный агрегат
in case of emergency, on emergency - в случае крайней необходимости
to face an emergency - столкнуться с чем-л. непредвиденным
I have made every arrangement to meet any emergency - я принял все меры на любой непредвиденный случай
this signal is only used in an emergency - этим сигналом пользуются только в крайнем случае

2. чрезвычайные обстоятельства, критическое положение; аварийная ситуация
the state of emergency - чрезвычайное положение (в стране )
emergency legislation - чрезвычайное законодательство
emergency measures - чрезвычайные меры; меры, принятыев связи с чрезвычайным положением
emergency powers - чрезвычайные полномочия

3. 1) мед. тяжёлое состояние (больного)
2) разг. неотложнаяпомощь

to administer emergency to the wounded - оказывать первую помощь раненым
4. срочность, неотложность

on an emergency basis - в особо срочных случаях
emergency work - экстренная работа; аврал
emergency repairs - срочный ремонт
emergency hands - временные рабочие (нанимаемые для проведения срочных работ)

Apresyan (En-Ru)

emergency
emer·gency [emergency emergencies ] BrE [iˈmɜ d ənsi] NAmE

[iˈmɜ rd ənsi] noun (pl. emer·gencies ) countable, uncountable

a sudden serious and dangerous event or situation which needs immediate action to deal with it
• The governmenthas declared a state of emergency following the earthquake.
• This door should only be used in an emergency .
• the emergency exit (= to be used in an emergency)
• The governmenthad to take emergency action.
• The pilot made an emergency landing in a field.
• I always havesome extra cash with me for emergencies .
• The governmenthas been granted emergency powers (= to deal with an emergency) .

 
Word Origin:
mid 17th cent.: from medieval Latin emergentia, from Latin emergere ‘arise, bring to light’, from e- (variant of ex-) ‘out, forth’ +
mergere ‘to dip’.
 
Thesaurus:
emergency noun C, U
• A state of emergency has been declared.
crisis • • disaster • • catastrophe • • calamity • • tragedy •
in an emergency/a crisis
a major /national emergency/crisis /disaster/catastrophe/calamity/tragedy
deal with/cope with a/an emergency/crisis /disaster

 
Example Bank:

• Call this number if any unforeseen emergency should arise.
• Complete retention of urine constitutes a medical emergency.
• Don't call me unless its a real emergency.
• Emergency admissions to hospital are given top priority.
• Emergency supplies of food have been flown to the area.
• He got emergency leave when his Dad died.
• He missed the meeting because of a family emergency.
• I need to know what to do in an emergency.
• It's a disaster and a public-health emergency in the making.
• Make sure your policy covers you in case of medical emergency.
• She told me to keep the money for emergencies.
• The ambulance crashed while answering an emergency call.
• The army providedemergency cover when the ambulance service went on strike.
• The assembly declared a national emergency.
• The emergency services are struggling to cope with the number of call-outs.
• The government imposed emergency rule and suspended civil rights.
• The police have been given emergency powers to deal with the crisis .
• The president immediately declared a state of emergency.
• There's a fire blanket on the kitchen wall in case of emergencies.
• When a member of staff has a family emergency, a project can get delayed.
• Would you know what to do in an emergency situation?
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• an emergency session of the United Nations
• an emergency shutdown of the nuclear reactor
• firefighters on call to respond to emergencies
• in times of national emergency
• one of the busiest accident and emergency departments in Scotland
• the New York police and fire and emergency responders
• the closure of the hospital's accident and emergency department
• the emergency evacuation of more than 300 passengers
• I always have some extra cash with me for emergencies.
• The governmenthas been granted emergency powers.
• There is an emergency exit on each side of the aeroplane.
• This door should only be used in an emergency.

emergency
e mer gen cy S3 W3 /ɪˈmɜ dənsi $ -ɜ r-/ BrE AmE noun (plural emergencies )

[uncountable and countable]
[Date: 1600-1700; Origin: From the idea of something suddenly 'emerging' or happening]
an unexpected and dangerous situation that must be dealt with immediately ⇨ crisis:

Lifeguards are trained to deal with emergencies.
in an emergency

The staff need to know what to do in an emergency.
In case of emergency, press the alarm button.

emergency exit/supplies etc (=used in an emergency)
$500,000 of emergency aid for the victims of the earthquake
The plane had to make an emergency landing.

The governmentcalled an emergency meeting to discuss the crisis. ⇨↑state of emergency

• • •
COLLOCATIONS
■verbs

▪ deal with an emergency Several fire crews were called to deal with the emergency at the power plant.
▪ cope with an emergency (=succeed in dealing with an emergency) Do you think that you could cope with an emergency?
▪ handle an emergency (=deal with and make decisions about an emergency) There is always a doctor on call to handle
emergencies.
■emergency + NOUN

▪ an emergency situation If an emergency situation arises, the pilot and crew must stay calm.
▪ emergency aid/relief /help (=things such as food and medicine that are given to people when they are in a very
dangerous situation) The charity made a television appeal for emergency aid to the region.
▪ emergency treatment (=medical treatment given to someone when they have been injured or become ill suddenly) The
driver is undergoing emergency treatment at Park Royal Hospital.
▪ an emergency operation (=a medical operation that is carried out quickly when someone has been injured or become ill
suddenly) He had an emergency operation to save his sight.
▪ an emergency meeting (=a meeting that is arranged quickly to discuss a very serious situation) The cabinet held an
emergency meeting earlier today.
▪ an emergency session (=a political meeting that is arranged quickly to discuss a very serious situation) an emergency
session of the UN Security Council
▪ emergency measures (=special actions that are taken to deal with a very serious situation) The president announced
emergency measures to deal with terrorism.
▪ emergency powers (=special powers that are given to the government, police, or army because there is a very serious
situation) The army was given emergency powers to help tackle the rising violence.
▪ an emergency vehicle (=an ambulance or fire engine) Emergency vehicles rushed to the scene.
■adjectives

▪ a serious emergency (=a situation which involves danger to people) The police usually respond quickly to serious
emergencies.
▪ an extreme emergency (=a situation that is very worrying or dangerous) These weapons should be used only in an extreme
emergency.
▪ a major emergency (=a dangerous situation that affects a large number of people) In a major emergency, the national
guard may be called in.
▪ a sudden/unexpected /unforeseen emergency (=a situation that was not planned) I left half an hour early in case of traffic
jams or some other unforeseen emergency.
■phrases

▪ in case of emergency /in the event of an emergency (=if there is an emergency) The fire-exit doors should only be opened
in case of emergency.
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